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Welcome
to Artisan Laser Works Inc.

Subtle accents or dramatic features, let our 

Design Team help excite your imagination!  

Beautifully etched in high quality natural 

materials, your ideas can now grace every 

room in your home.  Floors, walls, windows, 

doors, cupboards and backsplashes, whether 

framed or integrated into your environment, 

Artisan Laser Works Inc. will help you make 

original statements with the art of your 

choice.

If you can dream it, we can create it…
with laser precision.
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Granite
Absolute Black Granite is one of the most 

versatile natural stones to etch. It shows off 

detail and gives a complete range of shading. 

Whether tile or slab, walls or floors, left black 

and white or with hand applied colour, a 

perfect finishing touch. 
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Glass
Re-invent your glass surfaces while expressing 

your own imagination!  Doors, windows, 

signage, privacy glass, cabinets, tables… 

even unique office applications, the list 

goes on and on.   Whether single or double 

sided, the level of detail and depth is clearly 

expressed in glass. 
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Slate
Etched Slate has a soft muted quality not 

found on other surfaces. The matte texture 

of the stone lends itself perfectly to graceful 

lines, and the diverse palette will compliment 

any colour scheme.
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Mirror
Black Mirror offers amazing clarity of image,  

particularly stunning when combined with 

fine art photography. We can etch sheets 

as large as 4’ x 8’ allowing you to create 

any environment in any space. Imagine an 

impact wall etched to look like the streets of 

London, great for contemporary decor. The 

possibilities are endless for this sleek and 

sophisticated surface.



If you can dream it, 
   we can create it…
      ...with laser precision.

Whatever your talent, now you can 
use creatively rich and detailed images 
to adorn your environment.  It’s about 
personalizing your space.  It’s about 
reflecting your own sense of style.  
By combining art and technology, 
Artisan Laser Works Inc. will turn your 

idea into lasting artwork.  
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Marble
Light shades of marble complement both 

current and ancient themes. Once etched, 

your custom colour is hand applied, 

highlighting the most intricate details.
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Wood
Bring us your pre-finished hardwood floor-

ing, and we can create a custom border to 

define your space. Use 3D carving to add 

another dimension to your doors.  

Have we sparked your imagination?  
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Steel
Stainless Steel is given a personal touch by 

our artist. Our black ceramic coating stands 

up to incredible wear and tear. Perfect for 

high traffic interior and exterior applications. 

Consider adding a unique flavour to your 

pool surround, or your office space.
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Leather
Our innovation in leather allows us to etch 

grey scale images as well as small intricate 

designs into the material. This result cannot 

be achieved through any  other process. 

Perfect for hospitality and commercial 

upholstery applications.
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What’s to Know?

ArtisanLaserWorks.com

What’s this Laser Etching all about?

It’s about personalizing your space.  It’s about reflecting 

your sense of style.  Combining art and technology, Artisan 

Laser Works Inc. will take your idea and turn it into lasting 

artwork.

 
How do we get started?    

 We start by sitting down with you and creating conceptual 

sketches of your personal projects.  We develop your ideas 

into truly personal art pieces.  Whether you know exactly 

what you want, or simply where you want it, we help you 

through the creative process until your dream piece is 

realized.

 
What do you mean, “Laser Etching”? 

Exactly what it sounds like.  Artisan Laser Works Inc. uses 

laser light to etch into almost any hard surface.  Because it is 

only the beam of light that hits the surface of your project, an 

incredibly detailed result is achieved.  Our team is proud to 

announce that no chemicals or abrasives are used during this 

process, ensuring a more environmentally conscious option 

to acid etching or sandblasting.

 

What designs are available?

Because each piece starts with an idea, the selection is 

limited only by your imagination.  Let us help you tap into 

your creativity!

 
How large a piece can you do?

As big as you’d like, we’ll simply design it using  

4’ X 8’ sections.

 

How long does this take?

We will work with you to ensure your projects are ready 

when you need them, whatever the deadline.  Generally 

though, including design time, file setup, testing and final 

run-time, projects have a 2-3 week turnaround.

 

Where does this happen?

Due to the highly precise nature of laser etching, all 

production must be done at our shop. 

 

What’s it going to cost me?

$150.00 per square foot

$500.00 setup fee*

* setup fee waived on projects $2,000.00 pre-tax or more **pricing is exclusive of substrate, and does not include tax

Please feel free Contact us with any further questions.

   Where it’s at.
Our Shop is at  

110-8484 162 St. Surrey BC, V4N 1B4 

you can also contact us on the phone at 
604 . 839 . ETCH  (3824)

or you can email us at 
kristen@artisanlaserworks.com

don’t forget to 
check us  out on the web at



604 . 839 . ETCH  (3824)

ArtisanLaserWorks.com


